These are books added to the Pacific Islands University in March 2016. Appreciation is given to the people who donated these books in support of Pacific Islands University: theological and Bible studies collections as well as the University's academic programs such as education, recreation, and diving instruction.

The Library maintains a “Wish List” of titles requested by faculty and staff. A shortened copy of the “Wish List” has been posted on Amazon.com. Under Wish List, search for Pacific Islands University Library. There is also a link to this Wish List on the Library’s home page – www.piu.edu/library

Used copies in good condition are accepted.

Contact Library Director Paul Drake pd rake@piu.edu for further information.

Have a Blessed Day

THE BIBLE

BS600.3.I57  *Insight’s Bible handbook; practical helps for better study*, from the ministry of Charles R. Swindoll, 2007.


DOCTRINAL THEOLOGY

BT83.57.S54  *Liberation theology at the crossroads; democracy or revolution*, by Paul E. Sigmund, 1992.


PRACTICAL THEOLOGY


HISTORY


SPORT


## POLITICAL SCIENCE

**JA81.B76**  

## LANGUAGE & LITERATURE

**PE1115.B87**  
*Business English and correspondence*, by FE O Aquino, Consuelo C. Caliang, Hermina S. Blas, and Crisologa B. Capili, 2000

**PS3511.A85**  

## TECHNOLOGY

**TX814.2.C63**  
*Coconut cookery*, by Valerie MacBean, 1996.

## FAMILY COLLECTION

**BT414.E27**  

**BV520.S66**  

**BV1620.L44**  

**BV4596.J35**  

**PZ7.B38**  
*Ramon on the phone*, by Frances Baumann, 2008.

**PZ7.Q58**  
*Children of the green jungle*, by Deanna Quitugua, 2015.

## AUDIOVISUAL MEDIA

**BS195.K53**  
*KJB: the book that changed the world* [DVD], 2010.

**PN1995.2.U53**  
*Unconditional love* [DVD], 2013.

## TEACHER RESOURCE COLLECTION (TRC)

**BS613.S73**  

**DU500.G83**  

**QA115.S23**  
[Note: arithmetic problems in Chamorro language]